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ABSTRACT
The objective of this project to is to investigate and determine the individual and combined effects of atmospheric
exposure as a function of relative humidity (RH), temperature (T), surface salt contamination, and ozone on corrosion fatigue (CF), in a modern and legacy 7xxx series aerospace aluminum alloys (AA7085-T7451 and 7075-T651)
as a means of providing enhanced knowledge that can improve service life predictions and maintenance for Department of Defense aircraft. To accomplish this objective, CF crack growth kinetics (da/dN) will be quantified as a
function of independently controlled individual atmospheric exposure parameters to understand the individual effect
of each parameter on CF. Secondly, CF da/dN will be quantified as a function of complex combinations of atmospheric exposure parameters utilizing a modular system for complex environmental and mechanical testing. This
combined testing program will allow for a better understanding of what environmental parameters are most critical
for developing an accelerated laboratory atmospheric corrosion fatigue protocol relevant for aerospace aluminum
applications. A secondary goal of this program is to begin to determine how reproducible atmospheric corrosion
fatigue data is between laboratories.

INTRODUCTION
Age-hardenable aluminum alloys are used for many aerospace applications, where high strength and low density
are required. In service, these alloys must withstand both demanding mechanical loads and corrosive environmental conditions. For components made of these alloys, problems may occur when mechanical stresses are
present with a corrosive environment. In fact, several reviews of aircraft structural failures and teardown inspections
have concluded that fatigue, mechanical degradation involving cyclic stresses which can cause material failure at
stress levels significantly lower than the tensile yield stress, and corrosion dominate aerospace component failures
[1,2]. Additionally, 78% of corrosion damage sites identified during teardown were found to have initiated fatigue
cracks [2]. These findings demonstrate the importance of quantifying and understanding the synergistic effects of
corrosion and mechanical stresses, a phenomenon referred to as environment assisted cracking (EAC).
EAC is a material degradation process that occurs because of the deleterious interaction of mechanical stresses
and an external corrosive environment that uniquely localizes within an occluded crack. When cyclic fatigue loads
are encountered, EAC is termed corrosion fatigue (CF). The precise mechanism by which EAC occurs in aero1

space aluminum alloys is still debated, but it is likely either hydrogen environment assisted cracking (HEAC aka
hydrogen environment embrittlement, HEE) or film rupture - anodic dissolution or some combination of these two
[3,4,5,6]. Although the mechanism is still debated, two things are generally accepted: (1) the chemical and electrochemical conditions of the bulk environment are not maintained down the crack, particularly at the tip, and (2) it is
the stress state and chemical/electrochemical conditions local to the crack tip that control EAC. As the Department
of Defense (DoD) extends the service life of their aircraft or acquires new aircraft, understanding combined atmospheric environmental mechanical effects is paramount.
The wide breadth of knowledge, characterization, and prior research on CF performance of aerospace aluminum
alloys has focused on full immersion in aqueous solutions, laboratory-moist air or pure water vapor [7-34]. Yet
aircraft operate not only under a spectrum of mechanical loading, but also a spectrum of environmental conditions
[35]. Temperature, humidity, atmospheric gas composition, chloride concentrations, and light exposure all vary as
a complex function of geographical location, seasonal weather patterns, diurnal cycle, flight segments, and mission
profile mix. Atmospheric exposure involves gas and particle pollutants dissolved in water vapor, rain, snow, fog,
aerosol particulates and other debris. Although not inclusive, these pollutants include oxides of nitrogen (NO, NO2,
etc.), sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrous oxide (N2O2), nitric acid (HNO3), hydrogen chloride (HCl), hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2), chlorine atoms (Cl), ozone (O3), ammonia (NH3), chlorine nitrate (ClONO2), and hydroxyl (OH) [36,37].
Such contaminants collect on a metal surface and absorb moisture to deliquesce an electrolyte layer, or more likely
electrolyte droplets, at partial pressure (PH2O) lower than expected for pure water condensation on a clean surface.
Additionally, the chemical/electrochemical conditions local to the crack tip, which control CF, are likely to be very
different under atmospheric conditions as diffusion, ion migration, and convective mixing with a bulk solution cannot
occur.
Corrosion related research has resulted in noteworthy advances in understanding the kinetics of atmospheric corrosion. Current test methodologies, such as neutral salt fog described in ASTM 1 B117, often correlate poorly with
field exposure [38, 39, 40]. The addition of ozone, UV light, and control of relative humidity was shown to create
corrosion in highly pure silver (Ag) samples similar to outdoor exposures due to the formation of reactive oxidizing
species [39,40]. Carbon steel and Al-Mg alloys samples demonstrated similar discrepancies between lab testing
and actual field exposures that were mitigated with the addition of ozone and UV light [41]. Chlorides in con-junction
with strong oxidizers like ozone react to create species that attack the substrate material. Furthermore, the aerosols
that deposit chlorides on field exposure samples can vary in size, composition and acidity [42]. These variations
have proven in recent experiments to influence corrosion morphologies and rates [41].
Due to limited prior research on EAC in atmospheric environments that create surface electrolyte droplets or continuous/semi-continuous layers, little is known about the ability to translate the well quantified full immersion EAC
properties and behavior of many material systems to atmospheric service environments. Additionally, as most
material qualification testing for aircraft alloys occurs in laboratory air or full immersion in aqueous sodium chloride,
there is a concern that the fatigue crack growth rates being used are either too aggressive or too conservative
leading to incorrect damage estimates and inspection intervals. When considering aerospace atmospheric influences on CF, investigations have focused on a more limited set of parameters. Likewise it may also suggest that
the most critical time for environmental exposure on aircraft may not be on the ground, but rather during as-cent
and descent when mechanical loading is occurring in conjunction with a wetting/drying cycle due to change in
altitude. This research aims to understand how individual environmental atmospheric corrosion parameters effect
fatigue crack growth, specifically ozone, temperature, salt film, UV-light and relative humidity as well as how those
combined environmental parameters change fatigue crack growth. This results will allow for determination to be
made on the critical environmental inputs required to produce a consistent, relevant accelerated atmospheric corrosion fatigue methodology to allow for better aircraft life predictions. A secondary aim of this project to understand
how much variability occurs when different laboratories complete corrosion fatigue testing using the same complex
environmental and mechanical loading parameters.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The specimen selected for this work was the eccentrically loading single edge notch tension (ESE(T)) sample. This
sample design was selected because the sample is an ASTM E647 approved sample geometry and requires limited
material, while having a single crack front. The crack growth rate for the samples was measured using Fracture
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ASTM International 100 Barr Harbor Drive West Conshohocken, PA 19428
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Technology Associates (FTA)2 direct current potential drop (dcPD) software with either a 50 MPa or 100 MPa MTS 3
servohydraulic test frame. All samples were made of a legacy, aluminum-zinc-magnesium-copper alloy (Al-Zn-MgCu) (AA) 7075-T651 or a modern alloy 7085-T7451 with the rolling direction in line with the specimen length. Figure
1 shows the sample design. Figure 2 shows the results of the constant ΔK, R testing in both laboratory air and 0.06
M sodium chloride (NaCl) full immersion solution for AA7075-T651 samples. It should also be noted that the crack
growth rate appears to slightly increase over time for the middle data set in Figure 2. This error is due to posttest
correction using the final crack length measured with an optical microscope according to ASTM E647 [43] For a
constant ΔK test the load is consistently decreased as the crack extends to hold ΔK constant, therefore if the crack
length measurement from the dcPD system is off the final measured crack length the ΔK value is higher or lower
than expected. This means that when posttest correction is applied the crack growth rate (da/dN) will be faster of
slower over time depending on the crack length error. This error will not appear until posttest processing.

Figure 1
Eccentrically Loaded Single Edge Notch Tension (ESE(T)) sample. All dimensions are in millimeters (mm).
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Figure 2
Constant ΔK, R testing for AA7075-T651 ESE(T) sample showing proper K-solution control.

Middle tension (M(T)) specimens per ASTM E647 were milled from 6.35 mm thick AA7075-T651 to final dimensions
of 102 mm wide by 406 mm long as shown in Figure 1 [43]. Specimen length was oriented in the rolling (loading)
direction and thicknesses ranged from 5 to 6 mm depending on the amount of material removal required for each
individual specimen to meet the flatness requirements of the standard [43]. Electrical discharge machining was not
used for any manufacturing during this program [44].

Figure 1
Excerpt of engineering drawing of 102 mm by 406 mm M(T) test specimen, drawing dimension in inches.

The starter notches were first milled as slots, then sharpened manually with a custom-manufactured cutting blade
as described previously [45]. The gage section of the specimen around the starter notch was polished to enhance
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resolution of the crack during surface optical crack length measurements. Fatigue crack growth rate (FCGR) tests
were performed on a 250 kN capacity MTS Systems 810 servohydraulic mechanical test frame with the specimen
gripped by the bolt and keyway clamps described in the M(T) specimen annex of ASTM E647 and shown in Figure
2 [43].

Figure 2
Bolt and keyway clamps gripping M(T) test specimen

Atmospheric Corrosion Effects on Fatigue Crack Growth
Environmental fatigue testing was completed with both single parameter relative humidity (RH) control and varying
RH control to determine the effect of a simulated atmospheric salt film of sodium chloride (NaCl) on fatigue crack
growth rates. For the constant RH tests, the RH was held static at 90% for corrosion fatigue testing of ESE(T)
samples with 400 µg/cm2 NaCl applied to the samples surface [45, 46]. The environment was a salt film of approximately 400 µg/cm2 sodium chloride (NaCl) applied evenly to the surface by pipetting a known amount of salt solution on to the sample surface and flash evaporating the solution [45, 46]. The value of 400µg/cm2 was used as
accelerated coastal salt loading amount bases on published work on environmental contaminants [44]. The acceleration is about 10 times the highest coastal value. The thin ends of the sample were not salted. Care was also
taken to not fill the sample notch with solution. The salt film was then controlled by relative humidity. Two ∆K values,
4 and 6 MPa√m, were evaluated along with two stress ratios (R), 0.1 and 0.65. The frequency (f) was 0.15 Hz.
The test frequency was selected based on the frequencies being aircraft loading relevant while limiting test time
[45, 47-51].
Testing was completed to determine the effect of wetting and drying on crack growth rates using the ESE(T) specimen with 400 μg/cm2 thin film NaCl applied. The applied salt film was then rehydrated and controlled using relative
humidity during the fatigue testing [39]. The RH was varied between 30% and 90% using active an RH control
system which held the RH within approximately 1% of the set value. Thirty percent RH was selected for the lower
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value as NaCl should be dry under that RH and not causing corrosion to occur [52, 53]. Two ∆K values, 4 and 6
MPa√m, were evaluated along with two stress ratios, 0.1 and 0.65 mentioned previously. The frequency was held
constant at 1 Hz. Tests were started in a 30% RH environment and the crack was grown for a minimum of 1mm.
Once the 1mm of growth was achieved, the specimen surface was wetted by increasing the RH in the test cell to
90% and the crack was grown for an additional 1 mm. The final step was to dry the specimen by returning the test
cell to 30% RH. This process was then be repeated for the next set of mechanical load parameters. The RH was
allowed to change as fast as possible and typically stabilized within 5 minutes. The fatigue crack was allowing to
continue propagating during these RH changes.
Complex atmospheric environmental fatigue tests were completed using the M(T) sample under combinations of
ozone, relative humidity, salt film and temperature in an effort to determine how the combined environmental parameters effect fatigue crack growth. The salt film was applied and controlled with RH. Specimens were precracked
at least 1 millimeter (mm) in laboratory air conditions at an R of 0.1 with a K-shedding protocol with the normalized
K-gradient, C, equal to -0.08 mm-1 and a cyclic loading frequency (f) of 10 Hz. For the test phase, specimens were
loaded under a constant cyclic amplitude, starting at or above a ΔK of 3 MPa√m, an R of 0.65, and a cyclic loading
frequency of 10 Hz.
For the environmental application for both sample designs, previously developed environmental control systems
are being used. This flow-through environmental control system is designed to maintain a constant flow of humidified air and ozone that is mixed prior to entering the test cell. Relative humidity is generally controlled to within ±1%
and ozone to within ±2 ppm passively. Each environmental parameter can be applied in combination or individually.
Similarly, the gas lines can be connected to a variety of chambers. The temperature control uses a custom thermal
chamber designed to work with a MTS servohydraulic load frame. These environmental control systems are described in other publications [45, 46].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 5 shows the crack length versus cycles for a sample tested at a single set of mechanical loading parameters,
ΔK=6MPa√m, R=0.1, f=0.15 Hz and a single set of environmental parameters, 400µg/cm 2 NaCl salt loading held at
90% RH. The goal of this test was to verify that the hydrated salt environment is able to enter the crack evenly over
the course of a long fatigue test, often in excess of 3 to 5 weeks. The test performed well and had a highly linear
crack growth rate as evidenced by the linear fit until approximately 22mm of crack growth. At 22mm of crack length
the crack suddenly arrested and after waiting over a week the crack never grew again. The reason for this crack
arrest is unknown. However, the test did show that the environment was reaching the crack for very long crack
lengths as the crack growth rate is near that of full immersion, which would also be expected for a 90% RH value
[54, 55]. This result is in line with other published work examining fatigue crack growth rates of aluminum alloys
under atmospheric conditions [49, 50, 58]. While accelerated crack growth rates above full immersion have been
noted, the cause is typically attributed to a wetting and drying cycle during testing [55-57]. Adjustments to the RH
will also change the film layer thickness which can also effect corrosion rates under atmospheric conditions [55-57].
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Figure 5
Crack length versus cycles (a versus N) plot for a sample tested at a single environmental parameter to verify environmental ingress. The slope of the line is the crack growth rate (da/dN).

Figure 6 shows the wetting and drying fatigue crack growth rate data taken for the sample with 400 µg/cm 2 NaCl
applied to the surface and then controlled by varying the RH between 30% and 90% (shaded regions Figure) to
determine the effects of wetting and drying on atmospheric corrosion fatigue. If there was no lag between the hydration and ingress of the surface salt and the increase in FCGR, a square wave would be the expected shape of
the response as the increase in RH happens over the course of approximately five minutes. The data shows some
amount of lag time for changes in RH, however it was confirmed that the salt is affecting the crack growth rates
once the RH changes, as the crack growth rates for all of the high humidity regions were close to full immersion
NaCl conditions. When the sample was put through a drying cycle the data shows an increase in crack growth
rates as the RH drops towards 30%, this increase in crack growth rate is likely actually occurring and supports
drying cycle being the more aggressive environment [55-57]. The reason for this acceleration in crack growth during
drying is theorized to be related to increased oxygen reduction with decreasing solution layer thickness or the critical
chloride concentrations being achieved to allow for pitting to begin as the crack dries [55-57]. Either of which could
increase anodic dissolution and the related cathodic reactions under the thin film condition which would increase
hydrogen production which could lead to hydrogen embrittlement and increase the environmentally assisted fatigue
crack growth rates during the drying cycle [55-57].Similar crack propagation results have been noted by other researchers on 5xxx and 7xxx series aluminum alloys undergoing atmospheric wetting and drying tests under stress
corrosion cracking conditions [55-57]. More recent publications support the increase in crack growth rate is likely
due to the decreasing solution layer thickness as compared to the chloride concentration change [55].
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Figure 6
Effect of atmospheric wetting and drying on FCGRs for various constant ΔK, constant R mechanical loading conditions. The shading on the chart denotes the application of 90% RH for each loading condition, areas without shading
were tested at 30% RH. The test frequency was 1 Hz for the entire test.

Complex Environmental Testing
Various combinations of environmental parameters have also been tested. The results of the ozone, salt film and
RH have been documented in other publications [45, 46, 59]. Figure 7 shows the results of testing using the M(T)
sample, under laboratory air baseline conditions (red triangles) compared to ozone at 30 ppm (gray squares), ozone
(30 ppm) with 80% RH (green circles) and ozone (30 ppm) with 80% RH with a 400 µg/cm 2 NaCl film added to the
surface of the sample (black x-marks), all testing was completed at a frequency of 10 Hz and a R of 0.65. The
loading frequency of 10 Hz was selected to allow for each test to be finished in under a month; however this high
frequency will limit environmental exposure at the crack tip.
The presence of ozone in dry air did not affect the crack growth rate of the alloy, this result was somewhat expected,
due to the ozone not reacting with the crack tip to form an oxide capable of slowing crack growth rates. This is in
line with other research published on silver where the presence of ozone without water vapor is insufficient to
produce oxidizing effects due to the lack of atomic oxygen [39,40]. The loading frequency of 10 Hz also limits the
time available for oxide formation, testing at a lower frequency could allow for oxides to form with dry ozone. When
water vapor was added to the ozone, the crack growth rate drops to below the baseline data up to a ∆K of almost
8 MPa√m, then the crack growth rate increases over that of the dry baseline. The decrease in crack growth rate is
from the combined effects of ozone with relative humidity allowing for an oxide film to develop on the crack tip
protecting the crack from the moist environment, above a ∆K of 8 MPa√m, the ability of that oxide film to withstand
the mechanical loading breaks down. When the salt film is added to the sample surface, the crack growth rates
initially fall in line with the dry air baseline data, showing that the combined presence of the chloride with the increased oxide layer is only able to protect the crack growth rates down to a dry air condition. Between a ∆K of
approximately 5.2 and 7 MPa√m, the crack growth rate is reduced to the levels noted during the wet test with ozone
added, this shows that the chloride is not reaching the crack tip during this portion of the test, either due to oxide
film development or other phenomenon, possibly sample drying. Once the crack exceeded ∆K of 7 MPa√m the
crack growth rate matches the 85% RH test with ozone added, showing that the mechanical driving force has taken
over the crack growth rate. It should be noted that based on previously published work on silver and accelerated
8

corrosion damage, the inhibiting effects of ozone on the crack growth rates in aluminum were somewhat unexpected
and need to be further explored [38, 39, 40, 60,61]. These results also highlight that corrosion accelerating oxidizers
for some material systems may not produce the same results for other material systems based on oxides and
corrosion products formed.

Post fatigue testing, the fracture surface was examined with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and using
energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) to confirm the presence of corrosion damage and chlorides on the
sample surface. The EDS confirmed sodium chloride was present across the fatigue surface all the way to the crack
tip just prior to the overload region.
For this program, temperature was added as a variable. First testing was completed at a temperature of -60◦C,
shown as black stars. Then testing was completed with salt film and ozone added with the -60C temperature, blue
triangles. The effect of ozone which in prior tests appeared to slow FCGR with RH and salt film has no effect at
low temperature. These types of tests, are important because the results can help guide which environmental
parameters are critical for accelerated laboratory test method development.

Figure 7
Effect of various complex environmental parameters on FCGR in 7075-T651.

Laboratory Comparison
One of the other goals of this program is to define the variability of complex environmental fatigue data produced in
different laboratories. To begin that comparison first the baseline laboratory air crack growth rate data measured
at Ohio State and SAFE were compared for the same lot of AA7085-T7451. Figure 8 shows the results of this
comparison, which have excellent agreement.
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Figure 8
Comparison fatigue crack growth rate data for laboratory air tests taken at two locations for AA7085-T7451.

CONCLUSIONS
Fatigue testing with complex atmospheric environments on aluminum alloys has shown that producing consistent
results that relate back to effects with individual parameters or results without load application is difficult. As such,
the goal of this program is to provide insight into how these individual and combined environmental parameters
effect fatigue crack growth in aerospace aluminum alloys. Another aim is for two separate laboratories to produce
robust, repeatable results fatigue crack growth rate results under laboratory atmospheric environments. These combined results can then be used to determine which environmental parameters dominate allowing for improved laboratory testing methods for atmospheric corrosion of aluminum alloys. Currently is has been shown that the two
laboratories have excellent agreement with fatigue crack growth rates in laboratory air tests. It has also been shown
that ozone has limited effect of fatigue crack growth at -60C using a loading frequency of 10 Hz.
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